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 Abstract 

Wireless sensor network has been design by many researchers as per the demand of the time and conditions. Time to 

time many enhancement and improvement has been suggested and different protocol also comes in the designing 

issues. And mobile ad hoc network find tremendous growth in this era of wireless network. Many people work in DSR or 

Hybrid Protocol for energy efficient clustering but that was the time bound solution. Hence for the improvement in 

performance and lifetime of wireless sensor network we design a new scheme that is AODV protocol in mesh 

networking and best results with hundred percent throughput and gitter with improvement in lifetime of wsn are 

reached. 

Keywords:- DSR : dynamic source routing ; AODV : ad hoc on demand distance vector;  MANET : mobile ad hoc network 

1 Introduction 

DSR the dynamic source routing this protocol is more favorable for the researcher where they put their efforts in 

wireless network for limited area. proactive protocol is compatible with DSR it will continuously searching the path to 

establish the network and this is the reason that the lifetime of the network is not much longer. Reactive protocol is 

much more favorite than proactive because it will work on demand logic. Hence  the AODV protocol with reactive logic 

has been consider in my research area. The  network topology is also important during the design of network, maximum 

work has been done by the researcher on the basic topology star but here the mesh topology has been adopted and we 

get a another combination to work on wireless area to improve the lifetime and performance of the network, when we 

got the results it is much more better and network responding well to every environmental conditions and Throughput, 

delay lifetime of network all the parameter are improved. 

2. Protocols 

Designing protocols are the important during the establishment of the network topology in this research work we used 

reactive protocols that is AODV Basically Reactive are the On-demand protocols which will be active only when it will 

find out the rout when require or the Source will take the first step for route discovery But exactly opposite function has 

been performed by the Proactive protocols, It is traditionally a  The shortest path is basically depends upon the periodic 

updates which is based on protocols. The High or maximum routing overhead that is 1. Tradeoff as well as the State 

repair or  maintenance flow of traffic verses the route discovery of the flow of traffic Route through  maintained route.  

While describing the delay for the given route discovery Keys our main aim is to design it for the Reduction or 

minimization of the system in routing overhead which is very much Useful when the number of traffic sessions is very 

less than the number of nodes in the given network. Priori is never been created by any design routing structure. The 

protocol structure which is going to in a response which will require basic two keys or simply two keys method  that is 

source routing and second is backward learning method. it introduced some kind of Inserting or merging a delay 

Reactive which is a on-demand type of routing. This type of Routing only when it is required or needed this is having 

some  Advantages just like  it will reject the periodic updates as well as adaptive to the design  network dynamics but 

there are some Disadvantages in this particular there is a very high food or a traffic search with the mobility of network.  

And it will going to distributed the  traffic with very much high routing acceptance  latency. Hence AODV Routing 
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Protocol is used in our research work. AODV means Ad Hoc network which will work when there is a demand this will 

produces the request for the flood route in given network for source. when this condition will get occurs it will offer a 

reverse path when the node will receive the request for rout. Each node in a network will going to forwards the request 

just  once  during the time of pure flooding condition. Then there will be a formation of  Reverse paths are formed on 

request. Then the Route will put the reply forwarded through  the reverse path formed. Then the forward path of the 

appropriate node will be used for routing data packets. And the path which is not in used will get expire in network.  In 

Aodv optimization we have to consider some important facts just like Useful or required optimization the node which is 

intermediate along with a route to the node D can be reply for the received request for routing. For increasing the 

speed of operation as well as Quenches for the received  route request flood condition. The mention optimization may 

be a cause loops in era of the link failure in the establish network. And very important that one route per destination 

should get  maintained at every node After the failure of link or break, then automatically  all routes which are using this 

failure link will get erased. It will going to recovers the Expiration which is basically  based on timeouts in the system . 

the sequence numbers which is given are used to prevent loops. Optimizations of the given Routing tables rather stored 

complete routes. For Contorting the flooding incrementally increase region 

3 Protocol Architecture. 

In protocol architecture it will follow some important steps. 

3.1 Source and destination node identification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.1 Different node structure established  

 

Sr. 
No. 

Destination Next Hop Distance 

1 0 2 3 

2 1 2 2 

3 -------- -------- ------- 

 

In the first step of AODV protocol we have to decide the destination node first where exactly the packets or data to be 

delivered. This is also called as a target node. then in second step or phase the source node or supply node has been 

decided from where the packets to be send. That is also called as a transmitting node. Then in final work it will try to 

find out the smallest path from source to destination by including intermediate node it will calculate the distance and 

then it will select the smallest path by PERT method of shortest distance. In this way the different hops are getting 

forms then the second step of link state routing will start. 
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3.2 Link State Routing 

 

the basic limitations of the conventional routing that is wired routing Distance Vector for example  Bellman-Ford and 

DSDV routing which will control over head linearly will get increasing along with the the problem like  net size converge 

which will be count to infinity; the  potential loops in the Link State for example like OSPF . the updates of link for the  

flooding overhead are caused by frequent changes occures in topology. And the Conventional routing is not going to 

scale for size as well as mobility at the  node 5 shown in figure, which is based on the link state mention in the network 

topology , the table for the topology table has been design by using  Dijkstra’s Algorithm which can be specially design 

for shortest path and the table has been mention bellow 

 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

2 0 1 1 0 1 1 

3 0 1 0 1 1 0 

4 0 0 1 1 1 1 

5 0 0 1 0 1 1 

 

3 Use of Sequence Numbers in AODV 

 

 ? 

 

Destination sequence      Has to rout D with                                   Sequence no 15 

No. 10                                  sequence no 7 

In above sequence s node indicates the source node or transmitting node, D node indicates the destination node where 

the packets has to be delivered, Y is a intermediate node which will going to connect other node to form a shortest 

distance path or hops.  

 freedom of loop for the  Intermediate node will get the reply with a route rather than forwarding the request only if it is 

going to  route with a higher number of sequences which are associated with it.   

 

3.3 Path maintenance  

 

The path maintenance issue is important in the wireless mesh network because the Movement which is not on the  

active path so that it will not triggers the any action even though source is moving. The second reinitiate route discovery 

it will comes into picture only When the  destination  intermediate node will get moves towards the upstream node for 

the break broadcasting of the error of the route (RERR) this RERR always having the contains index for all the 

destinations which are not possible to reach or simply which will be  no longer reachable because of the  link break RERR 

transmitted unti and unless the desire node with no precursors of destination is to be reached  the one route can be 

maintain for a single destination even though the link is break. And it will delete the link which are failure.  Even all 

routes which are using the failed link will get deleted which is based on Expiration timeouts. Prevention of the loops are 
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depends upon the Use of sequence. It will going to optimize the table for routing rather than storing full routs. Which 

will controlled the network during rush or flooding time. 

4 Results and conclusions 

The simulation scenario has been given bellow, where 70 nodes has been placed in mesh order 

 

  

Fig 4.1 simulation scenario in wireless mesh network 

 

 

  

Fig 4.2 Analysis of Energy Vs Time The Energy of AODV is good than all other protocols. By making communication 

between source and target. AODV protocol is reduced the energy. This Energy vs time graph is shown in figure  
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Fig 4.3 PDR vs Time The PDR or packet delivery ratio of AODV is good than all other protocols. It is usually 100% for all 

the communications which take place. This PDR graph is shown in figure  

Conclusion: The AODV protocol is most suitable to improve the life of wireless mesh network during environmental 

monitoring. 
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